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Ursa Minor constellation guide: the Little Dipper, facts, stars, Polaris, star map, location, myth,
deep sky objects, Ursa Minor Dwarf, and other information. About the Map The Milky Way is
surrounded by several dwarf galaxies, typically containing a few tens of millions of stars, which
is insignificant compared with the.
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About the Map The Milky Way is surrounded by several dwarf galaxies, typically containing a
few tens of millions of stars, which is insignificant compared with the.
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Abbreviation: UMi Genitive: Ursae Minoris Translation: The Lesser Bear Peoria Astronomical
Society Ursa Minor Page; Interactive star chart (Java applet) Ursa Minor constellation guide: the
Little Dipper, facts, stars, Polaris, star map, location, myth, deep sky objects, Ursa Minor Dwarf,
and other information.
The excellent match between Ursa Minor and M92 confirms that the median stellar population of
the UMi dSph galaxy is metal-poor ([Fe/H]UMi ≈ [Fe/H]M92 . As a part of a project devoted to
the study of the Ursa Minor dwarf spheroidal ( dSph) galaxy, the star formation history of the
galaxy is presented. The analysis . The Ursa Minor Dwarf is a dwarf spheroidal galaxy,
discovered by A.G. Wilson of the Lowell Observatory, in the United States, during the Palomar
Sky Survey in .
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About the Map The Milky Way is surrounded by several dwarf galaxies, typically containing a
few tens of millions of stars, which is insignificant compared with the. Ursa Minor (Latin: "Lesser
Bear", contrasting with Ursa Major), also known as the Little Bear, is a constellation in the
Northern Sky. Like the Great Bear, the tail.
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Ursa Minor (Latin: "Lesser Bear", contrasting with Ursa Major), also known as the Little Bear, is
a constellation in the Northern Sky. Like the Great Bear, the tail. Ursa Minor constellation guide:
the Little Dipper, facts, stars, Polaris, star map, location, myth, deep sky objects, Ursa Minor
Dwarf, and other information.
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May 29, 2002. Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxy Ursa Minor Dwarf (UGC 9749, DDO 199, A1508),. The
Ursa Minor Dwarf was discovered by A.G. Wilson of Lowell . Ursa Minor also known as the Little
Bear, is a constellation in the Northern Sky. Like the Great. .. The Ursa Minor Dwarf, a dwarf
spheroidal galaxy, was discovered by Albert George Wilson of the Lowell Observatory in the
Palomar Sky Survey . The constellation Ursa Minor contains the group of stars commonly called
the Little Dipper. The handle of the Dipper is the Little Bear's tail and the Dipper's cup .
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Ursa Minor (Latin: "Lesser Bear", contrasting with Ursa Major), also known as the Little Bear, is
a constellation in the Northern Sky. Like the Great Bear, the tail. A constellation is a group of
stars that, when seen from Earth, form a pattern. There are 88 constellations.
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The Ursa Minor Dwarf is a dwarf elliptical galaxy in Ursa Minor. It has an apparent magnitude of
11.9 and is approximately 200,000 light years distant. Ursa Minor also known as the Little Bear,
is a constellation in the Northern Sky. Like the Great. .. The Ursa Minor Dwarf, a dwarf spheroidal

galaxy, was discovered by Albert George Wilson of the Lowell Observatory in the Palomar Sky
Survey . The Ursa Minor Dwarf is a dwarf spheroidal galaxy, discovered by A.G. Wilson of the
Lowell Observatory, in the United States, during the Palomar Sky Survey in .
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The Ursa Minor Dwarf is a dwarf spheroidal galaxy, discovered by A.G. Wilson of the Lowell
Observatory, in the United States, during the Palomar Sky Survey in . Image Credit: NASA, ESA,
and the Hubble SM4 ERO Team. NGC 6217 (also known as Arp 185) is a barred spiral galaxy of
only about a third the diameter of our . The excellent match between Ursa Minor and M92
confirms that the median stellar population of the UMi dSph galaxy is metal-poor ([Fe/H]UMi ≈
[Fe/H]M92 .
Ursa Minor (Latin: "Lesser Bear", contrasting with Ursa Major), also known as the Little Bear, is
a constellation in the Northern Sky. Like the Great Bear, the tail. Ursa Minor The Lesser Bear.
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